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It has been my privilege to serve as President of the Victoria Jung Society over the past 
three years. As I look back, I feel deeply grateful for the relationships built with those 
I’ve worked with on the Board and the connection fostered with many of those who have 
attended our presentations.  I also hold a sense of satisfaction for the rich schedule of 
programming we have provided, with a variety of presentations to nurture various needs 
of our community– for those serious students seeking a deeper understanding and 
experience of Jung’s Psychology, and for those attending simply with a nascent curiosity.  

In the practical operation of the Society, we have over the past three years successfully 
completed the big job of transitioning our Constitution and Bylaws to meet the new B.C. 
Society’s Act. In addition we have instituted updated fee structures to better reflect the 
costs of keeping the Society operational. We have also experienced a turnover in Board 
positions, as several longtime executive members retired and new members were elected. 
And so we, as a Society, have been undergoing change and transition. Now we seem to 
be coming through to a place of renewed energy for the mission of the Society. 

I wish to thank all members of the Board, past and present, with whom I have served as 
President, and who volunteered their time and hard work for this Society. In the past: 
Joya Manna (past secretary), Lynn-Shaw Ringham (past treasurer), Linda Kalinka, Joel 
Kroeker and Glenn Beauvais. And the 2018-2019 Board: Geneva Johnson (treasurer), 
Michele Turner (secretary) and Catherine Nutting. We have worked together as a team, 
through challenges and resolutions, obstacles and successes – all in support of this 
Society – to facilitate its humble offering of Jung’s message for Victoria and surrounding 
communities.  

Many years ago, the Victoria Jung Society was a port of support for what was then my 
own nascent interest in Jung. Later, that interest blossomed into a journey toward 
becoming a Jungian analyst, which has been my vocation now for the past 5 years.  

A young man said to me recently, speaking about our Society: “People are thirsty for 
what Jung offers. Keep doing this work.” I wish the new President (Geneva Johnson, 
temporarily also serving as Treasurer) and Board (Michele Turner (Secretary), Catherine 
Nutting and Charles Card (Members-at Large) fair winds in your continuing work for the 
C.G. Jung Society of Victoria. It is important work.  

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

Judith Dowling 


